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1. Introduction

With increasing geometric accuracy, five-axis machine tools
became more important in the recent years for applications in
precision manufacturing. This opened a completely new market for
synchronous five-axis machining. Advantages are, beneath others:
work-pieces can be manufactured without extra clamping, when
using five numerical controlled (NC) axes, a more time efficient
production process becomes possible due to an optimised tool
inclination. Nevertheless, there is a great interest in industry for
further improvements regarding the accuracy of five-axis machine
tools with the aim to use them in even more precise applications.

Thermal influences, which cause up to 75% of the geometric
errors of a finished workpiece [1], are a big obstacle for a
continuing increase of the machine tool accuracy. As the main
contributors to the overall thermally induced error, Bryan [2]
summarised in the ‘‘thermal effects diagram’’:

� room environment;
� thermal memory from previous environment;
� people;
� cutting process;
� machine; and
� coolants.

When neglecting the influence of people and of the cutting
process using coolant, for a long time, the focus of research regarding
thermally caused deviations was on the influence of the environ-

introduced [6]. Since a short time, thermally induced location er
of rotary and swivelling axes of five-axis machine tools have b
investigated [7–9] in more detail. The main focus of these efforts 

on the measurement procedure and on simplified prediction mo
in order to compensate occurring errors. In this paper, a h
precision grey-box model to predict errors induced by internal h
sources such as drives or bearings is introduced. The model all
the correction of occurring tool centre point (TCP) errors based
internal signals up to 85%, which is proofed by measurements.

2. Thermally induced displacements of rotary axes

In this paper, the rotary axes A and C of a machine tool with
kinematic chain V [w C20 A’ X’ b Y Z (C1) t], according to ISO/
10791-1.2:2013-07-12 [10], i.e. a vertical five-axis machin
centre with swivelling rotary table, are analysed.

All thermal displacement measurements are carried out w
the R-test measurement system [9,12]. The location errors of
analysed axes are listed in Table 1. Significant location errors
errors that show a systematic, temperature-dependent behavi
are found by measurements and are indicated in bold. These er
are corrected afterwards with the compensation software. Ot
location errors are less important due to a thermo-symme
design of the machine tool in these directions.

In Fig. 1, the effects of the main internal heat sources of
analysed machine tool are shown: Fig. 1A and B shows the swivel
rotary table structure before and after a 5 h pendular movemen
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Thermally induced errors of machine tools cause up to 75% of the geometric errors on workpie

Research carried out in the last decades focused on influences by the environment, spindles and li

axes. With the increasing demand for five-axis machining, the rotary/swivelling axis units have t

checked and compensated for thermal errors. The R-test set-up is a proper measuring devic

characterise these errors. This paper introduces a compensation approach to reduce up to 85% of

thermally induced location errors of rotary/swivelling axis units based on internal NC signals, like po

supplied to drives.
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mental temperature change, the main spindle and the linear axes [3–
5]. A lot of prediction models and approaches for the compensation
and correction of these thermally caused displacements were
the
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the A-axis between �908 with rotation speed Frot = 10 8008/min.
1C and D shows the same structure before and after a rotatio
movement of the C-axis table for 5 h with Frot = 21 6008/min. Both c
show that the movement leads to an explicit heating-up of 

structure around the drives. However, this effect is quite local wh
can be explained by the cooling system: it prevents the heat f
flowing in the adjacent machine tool structure.
n grey-box model for compensation of thermal errors on five-axis
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ig. 2 shows the significant location errors EX0T, EZ0A and EA0A

 Table 1) measured during a 16 h pendulum movement of the
hine tool A-axis between �908 with Frot = 10 8008/min (corre-
ding to Fig. 1B). Magnitudes can be seen with 18 mm in EX0T-

ction and 50 mm/m regarding EA0A. The period of measurement
 chosen in a way that one on/off cycle of the air condition system in
machine shop was considered. The environmental temperature
ge is illustrated in Fig. 3 together with the A-axis power (read-out
 NC) and the cooling power of the A-axis (measured). It can be seen

 changes due to the environmental conditions can be identified in
course of the location errors. An example is the decrease of the
ient air temperature 14 h which shows an effect on the thermal

errors EX0T and EZ0T. Therefore further measurements, especially
regarding the parameter identification of the compensation model,
were carried out under constant environmental conditions.

Fig. 3 additionally shows the A-axis drive power and the cooling
power of the axis. It can be seen, that the cooling unit manages to
absorb the occurring heat. This underlines the system behaviour of
Fig. 1.

3. Mathematical modelling of thermal displacements

The thermal error of machine tools is caused by a system of heat
transfer and thermal expansion. The description of the thermal
displacements of rotary axes depending on an underlying thermal
load is done by a system of differential equations. For each thermal
error identified as significant, a differential equation is used to
predict the error depending on a system input and specific
parameters found by a parameter identification procedure.

3.1. Model for vertical rotary axis

Eq. (1) shows the differential equation used for the case of a
rotary axis:

dy

dt
¼ p1 � y þ p2 � ½u þ p3� (1)

The term dy/dt describes the change over time of a thermally
induced error due to a change of the input parameter u(t), which is
either the axis speed or the power consumption of the axis drive,
read-out from the machine tool control. Parameters p1. . .p3 are

 1
view of thermally induced location errors of the rotary (C-axis)/swivelling (A-axis) table unit analysed in this paper. Bold: significant errors which are compensated.

tion according to [11].

rmally induced location errors of a vertical C-axis Thermally induced location errors of a horizontal A-axis

C (mm) Position error of C in X-axis direction EX0T (mm) Position error of table in X-axis direction

C (mm) Position error of C in Y-axis direction EY0A (mm) Position error of A in Y-axis direction

T (mm) Position error of the table surface in Z-axis direction EZ0A (mm) Position error of A in Z-axis direction

C (mm/m) Orientation error of C in A-direction; squareness of C to Y EA0A (mm/m) Zero angle error of the table

C (mm/m) Orientation error of C in B-direction; squareness of C to X EB0A (mm/m) Orientation error of A in B-direction; squareness of A to Z

C (mm/m) Zero angle error of the C-axis EC0A (mm/m) Orientation error of A in C-direction; squareness of A to Y

T (mm/m) Radius error of the table EROT (mm/m) Radius error of the table

. Infrared records of the rotary/swivelling table unit of the analysed machine

(A) Initial (cool) state, (B) after 5 h swivelling axis A between �908 with

 10 8008min�1, (C) initial (cool) state, (D) after 5 h rotating the table with axis C at

 21 6008min�1. Significant displacements EX0T, EZ0T and ER0T are referenced. The

erature scale on the far left is given for uncorrected emissivity coefficients.

Fig. 3. Ambient air temperature, drive power of A-axis and cooling power during

corresponding measurements in Fig. 2.
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ase cite this article in press as: Gebhardt M, et al. High precisio
chines. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2014), http:/
constants. The first part of Eq. (1), p1 � y, describes the systems
initial condition, p2 � y represents the source term (in this case, the
source is the heat produces by the axis drive), and p2 � p3 stand for
the change of the environmental temperature during the
measurement. The constant parameters pi are derived from
measurements, found using a patterns search algorithm. In order
to identify the parameters, an algorithm developed in C++ is used
to generate arbitrary cycles of selected machine tool axes. The G-
code generated by the software also includes periodic R-test
measurements carried out each 5 min. This is shown in Fig. 4,
where the measurement of the location error EZ0T (blue line)
n grey-box model for compensation of thermal errors on five-axis
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2014.03.029
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during an arbitrarily chosen test cycle over 75 h is used to find
appropriate parameters p1. . .p3 for the fit (red curve).

With the developed differential equation, the thermal location
errors of the machine tool caused by the rotary axes are computed
using the Euler method. Fig. 5 again shows the measurement of
EZ0T (blue line) during another arbitrarily chosen load cycle. The
red curve shows the simulated deviations with parameters p1. . .p3

found with the measurement of Fig. 4. The measured and the
simulated curve show a very high congruence over a long time
measurement duration of 75 h.

3.2. Model for horizontal swivelling axis

A system consisting of an axis with only one functional state is
described by Eq. (1). Nevertheless, the equation can be used for
different axis speeds. If the speed is zero, the power measurement
(u) becomes zero. The thermal behaviour of the machine in this
case depends on the initial state and the ambient temperature.

There are also axes on machine tools that have several
functional states, for example a horizontal, swivelling axis. When
a swivelling axis is positioned inclined (and not clamped
mechanically), it needs power even it is not moving. The thermal
behaviour of such an axis is different during an inclined standstill
from a pendular movement, even if the power supplied is similar.
Reasons are for example differences in convection and in friction.

control, and u2 is the switcher element, which is also read-ou
the CNC and determined via the axis position. If the axis is un
position control and not moving, u2 becomes zero – otherwise u

set to one. Again, for each error, one equation has to be solved.
6 shows the measured location error EX0C (blue curve) and 

corresponding parameter fit (red line) over 64 h.
In the presented examples, the parameter identifica

procedures are carried out based on measurements over 

75 h. Due to the internal cooling system, the thermal behaviou
A- and C-axes are not influencing each other. The compensa
values are computed by superposition of the errors of A- and
axes. Although the measurement procedure is completely au
mated, because of the specially designed NC-code genera
software, this is a quite long duration especially regarding 

machine tool availability. In order to evaluate the influence of
measurement duration on the quality of the parameter identifi
tion, sections of different measurement duration are cut-out of
total measurement. For each chosen duration, 100 differ
sections are cut-out and used to identify fitting parameters 

the least square residual of every calculation is recorded. After t
the measurement duration is changed. Again, 100 sections of
same, but changed duration are chosen to compute the fit
parameters p1. . .p3 and the least square residual of the fit
procedure is computed for each of the sections. This is done as l
as no more significant change is detectable. Then, the calcula
least square residuals are summarised in a boxplot. The result
be seen in Fig. 7; a measurement duration of 35 h is satisfactory
the analysed case.

Fig. 4. Location error EZ0T: parameter identification during an arbitrarily generated

test cycle over 75 h.

Fig. 5. Simulation of EZ0T-deviations: an arbitrarily generated test cycle is simulated

with parameters, identified in a different test cycle.

Fig. 6. Location error EX0C caused by power input of a horizontal, swivelling 

Parameter identification during an arbitrarily generated test cycle over 75 h.
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Therefore, the functional state has to be considered, which is done
by a switcher, added to differential equation (1).

This leads to Eq. (2) for the case of a horizontal swivelling axis:

dy

dt
¼ ðu2Þ � ð p1 � y þ p2 � ½u1 þ p3�Þ þ ð1 � u2Þ � ð p4 � y þ p5

� ½u1 þ p6�Þ (2)

where p1. . .p3 are the constant parameters for the case of a moving
axis, p4. . .p6 are the constant parameters for the case of standstill, u1

is the power supplied to the axis read-out from the machine tool
Please cite this article in press as: Gebhardt M, et al. High precisio
machines. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology (2014), http:/
4. Model-based compensation

To validate the introduced grey-box model, measurements
carried out. In a first step, the correction model is not integrate
the machine tool control, but a software is designed, wh
implements the compensation by post-processing an arbitrary 

code fully automated. An example for an industrial applicatio
this software would be the implementation into CAM softwa
n grey-box model for compensation of thermal errors on five-axis
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2014.03.029
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Ple
ma
he software contains the differential equations used for
elling the system behaviour with the identified parameters
tions 3.1 and 3.2). In addition, HEIDENHAIN NC-code can be
-in. To consider the underlying thermal load, two options are
lemented: analysing the programmed axis movement in order
se it as input parameter for the compensation calculation, or
g the power supplied to the axes to correct the TCP-
lacement. This enables to implement the model into a CNC.
ig. 8 shows the three significant parameters EX0T, EZ0T and ER0T

ng an arbitrarily chosen load cycle of A- and C-axes. The
ely hatched areas mark the results of the uncompensated
hine tool, the widely hatched areas mark the results of the
pensated machine tool. It can be seen that throughout the
surement cycle of 36 h, a substantial reduction of the
mally induced displacements could be reached. Table 2
marises ranges (peak to peak) and arithmetic means of the
ations without and with compensation.

onclusion

he research presented in this paper shows a newly developed

of differential equations: one equation per thermally induced error
is used to predict the load-dependent behaviour of rotary/
swivelling axes of five-axis machine tools. The parameters of
the model are derived from measurements. With an arbitrarily
generated NC-code, the compensation model can be parameterised
after 48 h of measurements. The model allows the correction of up
to 85% of the thermal location errors of the analysed machine tool.
The model is of flexible use. It can directly be implemented in
machine tool controls or in a pre-processing CAM software.
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Table 2
Reduction of occurring location errors by the compensation model in per cent.

Ranges Arithmetic means

EX0C

(mm)

EZ0T

(mm)

ER0T

(mm)

EX0C

(mm)

EZ0T

(mm)

ER0T

(mm)

Uncompensated 30.5 90.1 19.1 12.3 27.9 6.9

Compensated 16.2 34.3 5.6 4.5 8.9 1.0

Improvement (%) 46.9 61.9 70.7 63.4 68.1 85.5
pensation approach for thermal location errors of rotary axes
achine tools. The model for computing the errors is a system
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on 5-Axis Machine Tools. CIRP Annals – Manufacturing Technology 53(1):
429–432.
n grey-box model for compensation of thermal errors on five-axis
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